THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
we must suppose, for the sin committed)—a belief which
leads young men to fall upon and have forcible intercourse
with old women (mother substitutes)1. Here the youth is
definitely permitted some degree of (symbolic) incestuous
indulgence before he finally abandons his infantile desires. A
still wider permission of the same kind is, however, granted
in the fairly widespread practice of removing the usual sexual
taboos on all or most of the prohibited persons during uthe
period of revelry which follows initiation, where the nearest
relationships—even those of own brother and sister—seem to
be no bar to the general licence," even though shortly after-
wards these same " brothers and sisters may not so much as
speak to one another".2
Re-birth  and	The monster  from  whose  belly the  novices are reborn
Reconciliation WOuld appear in many cases to represent the young men's
grandfather, through him their dead ancestors and ultimately
the ancestral founder of the tribe. This rather astonishing fact
as regards the supposed sex of the monster is probably due
in the first place to a psychic identification of the child with
his grandfather—an identification of very frequent occurrence
and considerable significance, the psychological foundations of
which can however be more appropriately discussed in a later
chapter. (Ch. XIV). The novice in being born from the body
of the grandfather becomes in a sense a re-incarnation of
the grandfather and is endowed with all his powers and
attributes.
In a secondary and "rationalised" sense, this process of
re-birth from the grandfather has been interpreted as the
expression of a desire to re-create the youth as the son of his
tribe rather than as the son of his mother, i. e. to symbolise
and emphasise the fact that he has now exchanged the narrow
sphere of family rule and affection for the wider one of
obedience and loyalty to the community; at the same time
representing a means of obtaining freedom from the old fixation
of love upon the mother (since he is now born not from her
but from the tribal ancestor), and through this of becoming
reconciled to the father. This same motive of reconciliation
based on the renunciation of incestuous desire and on the
1	Chazac, "La religion des Kakuyu." Anthropos II. 317, 1910,
2	Sir J. G. Frazer, "TotemIsm and Exogamy." II. 144,
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